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Disability as Diversity



Disability Rights

Rosemarie Garland-Thomson (2016): 
“Before I learned about disability rights 
and disability pride, which I came to by 
way of the women’s movement, I 
always squirmed out a shame-filled, “I 
was born this way.” Now I’m likely to 
begin ... with, “I have a disability,” and 
to complete it with, “And these are the 
accommodations I need.” This is a claim 
to inclusion and right to access 
resources.” Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, professor 

emerita of English and bioethics at Emory 
University



Disability as Diversity
● Medical model of disability: disability is a medical condition, validated by a 

non-disabled authorities; it is a problem of the individual, which 
inherently means they will have poor quality of life, lower social 
interaction, make no contributions to society, need to be cared for and 
watched over by non-disabled people in paternalistic relationships …

● Social model of disability: disability is a socially-constructed identity of 
individuals and groups; problems for disabled individuals arise from 
societal discrimination and lack of accessbility 



Social Model of Disability

All disability scholars approach 
disability using a social model (rather 
than a medical model)

Stella Young (2014): “I subscribe to 
what's called the social model of 
disability, which tells us that we are 
more disabled by the society that we 
live in than by our bodies and our 
diagnoses.”

Stella Young, journalist and disability 
rights activist



Universal Design for Learning
● Universal Design

○ the principle of designing an activity, space, or product so that it can 
be accessed, understood, and engaged with to the greatest extent by 
the most diverse group of people

● Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
○ An approach to classroom teaching inspired by universal design 

principles and developed by CAST



Universal Design for Learning
● We always have a diverse set of students in every class!
● Accessibility vs. accommodations

○ design a course/activity/assignment once for everyone! 
○ no need to make individual accommodations every semester
○ e.g. by universally designing my midterms and finals, students don’t 

have to use their test-taking accommodations (though they retain 
that option)

● Inclusion and equity
○ students with disabilities don’t have to spend time and energy 

lobbying to be allowed an equal opportunity to learn 



The Curb-Cut Effect

Classic example: curb cuts in 
California allow wheelchair users to 
cross streets -- and also give access to 
strollers, bikes, rolling suitcases, etc.

Haben Girma (2020) example: an 
online menu for Harvard’s cafeteria is 
accessible for her, for the next blind 
student, for sighted students with 
dietary requirements wanting to plan 
meals, and for everyone who eats!

Haben Girma, lawyer, activist, and first 
Deafblind graduate of Harvard Law



Universal Design 
Goals

More accessible for our always 
diverse group of students

More rigorous for students 
because they are all able to 
engage to the fullest

Benefits the whole class -- and 
instructor! -- through curb-cut 
effects



Universal Design
UDL methods for designing college classes:

1. Re-designing by asking why

2. Diversifying activities and assessments 

3. Using flexible resources

4. Engaging and motivating students



Universal Design: 
Re-designing by asking why?



Universal Design: Asking Why

Pick one thing
● Assessment
● Class activity
● Reading



Universal Design: Asking Why

Pick one thing
● Assessment
● Class activity
● Reading

Ask why: goals
● What are the goals 

of this activity?

Ask why: format
● Is it accessible?
● Why do it this way?
● Because ...

I was taught that way… or

I did it that way last year… 
or

it’s “real” teaching

it meets all the goals and...

It’s accessible for most 
students and...

it’s real learning!



Universal Design: Asking Why

Pick one thing
● Assessment
● Class activity
● Reading

Ask why: goals
● What are the goals 

of this activity?

Ask why: format
● Is it accessible?
● Why do it this way?
● Because ...

Ask how: formats
● How else could this 

be assessed/done/ 
learned?

Try it out!
● Gauge student 

engagement, access, 
learning, feedback

Assess for 
goals & 
curb-cut 
effects!



Example: Universal Design Process

Pick one thing
● Reading quizzes in 

300-level major 
requirement

Ask why: goals
● Get students to do 

the readings

Ask why: format
● Unsatisfactory 

reasons!

I was taught that way and

I did it that way last year 
and

quizzes are “real” teaching

meets the goal: maybe?

accessible for most students: no! 
(not without accommodations)

real learning: not really!
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Example: Universal Design Process

Pick one thing
● Reading quizzes in 

300-level major 
requirement

Ask why: goals
● Get students to do 

the readings

Ask why: format
● Unsatisfactory 

reasons!
● Inaccessible without 

accommodations!

Ask how: formats
● How else could this 

be assessed/done/ 
learned?

● Reading quizzes
○ Unsatisfactory 

reasons 
○ Accomodations?

● Pop quizzes
○ Unsatisfactory 

reasons 
○ Accomodations?

● Response papers
○ lots of grading!



Example: Universal Design Process

Pick one thing
● Reading quizzes in 

300-level major 
requirement

Ask why: goals
● Get students to do 

the readings

Ask why: format
● Unsatisfactory 

reasons!
● Inaccessible without 

accommodations!

Ask how: formats
● How else could this 

be assessed/done/ 
learned?

● student facilitators 
who turn in questions
○ gets students to 

do readings 
through positive 
peer pressure

○ accessible!
○ easy  Small group 

discussions with 
grading



Example: Universal Design Process

Pick one thing
● Reading quizzes in 

300-level major 
requirement

Ask why: goals
● Get students to do 

the readings

Ask why: format
● Unsatisfactory 

reasons!
● Inaccessible without 

accommodations!

Ask how: formats
● Small group 

discussions with 
facilitators!

Assess for 
goals & 
curb-cut 
effects!

Try it out!
● Students engage more 

rigorously with 
readings!!

● Enthusiastic feedback :)



Summary: Universal Design Process

Start with:
● Reading quizzes in 

300-level major 
requirement

Ask why and try:
● Small group 

discussions with 
facilitators

Now have:
● Meeting goal of getting students to do the readings 

(assessed with assignments that rely on readings & with 
anonymous student feedback)

● Accessible to all with or without testing accommodations
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● Students engage more deeply with readings!
● Students participate more in class
● Builds rapport for COLL 350 discussions of race
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● Teaches transferable skills
● Less weekly grading for me



Summary: Universal Design Process

Start with:
● Reading quizzes in 

300-level major 
requirement

Ask why and try:
● Small group 

discussions with 
facilitators

Now have:
● Meeting goal of getting students to do the readings 

(assessed with assignments that rely on readings & with 
anonymous student feedback)

● Accessible to all with or without testing accommodations

Plus curb-cut effects!
● Students engage more deeply with readings!
● Students participate more in class
● Builds rapport for COLL 350 discussions of race
● Diversifies course assessments 
● Teaches transferable skills
● Less weekly grading for me

Pick one more 
thing...



Quick Reads and Resources on Disability
● Josh Burk, Karin Wulf, Cheryl Dickter, Janice Zeman. Neurodiversity: Creating 

an inclusive college classroom. William & Mary Neurodiversity Initiative.  
26 slides

● CAST. Universal Design for Learning Guidelines. 1 page chart
● Leslie Cochrane (2021) Reframing accomodations on your syllabus. William 

& Mary Studio for Teaching and Learning. 500 words
● Stella Young (2014) I’m not your inspiration, thank you very much. TedTalk.  

9 minutes
● Rosemarie Garland-Thomson (2016) Becoming disabled. New York Times. 

7 pages
● Haben Girma (2020)  How disability drives innovation. McSwain-Walker 

lecture at William & Mary. 57 minutes

https://www.wm.edu/sites/neurodiversity/resources/forfaculty/index.php
https://www.wm.edu/sites/neurodiversity/resources/forfaculty/index.php
https://udlguidelines.cast.org
https://stli.wm.edu/2021/09/10/reframing-accommodations-on-your-syllabus/
https://www.ted.com/talks/stella_young_i_m_not_your_inspiration_thank_you_very_much?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/21/opinion/sunday/becoming-disabled.html?smid=url-share
https://youtu.be/yTQ__JAZyC8


Your feedback matters

Use this QR code or visit 
https://tinyurl.com/TLTF21-3

https://tinyurl.com/TLTF21-3

